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Legal Disclaimer
The whitepaper of the Stargram token project is drafted to specifically explain the content and general plan of
the project. This whitepaper is not designed for the purpose of calling for investment. It is for reference only. If
there is any harm, loss, liabilities or other financial loss, FINGERLABS CO., LTD will not be held responsible at all.
This white paper is intended for informational purposes only, however this information may be incomplete,
non-binding, and does not create a contractual relationship. Besides, like buying any other cryptocurrency, buying Stargram tokens can carry certain risks. Thus, when reading documents provided by the company, individuals
must self-evaluate the potential value of the content and decide whether to participate in the platform or not.
Specifically, this white paper informs information on the business model proposed by the company and makes it
clear that it is not a recommendation for financial investment. In addition, any information contained in this White
paper may be updated or revised by us. Therefore, the actual completeness and accuracy of the white paper are
not guaranteed and this information can change at any time without prior notification. The Company does not
promise or make any obligation to notify you of any modification. The company still put a great effort to ensure
that the information in this white paper is correct at the time of publication. However, people use the information
in this white paper (company or representatives, officers, employees, advisors, partners or intermediaries (on
behalf of Company Representatives) ...) will not bear any responsibility or obligation regarding the accuracy and
completeness of written or oral information is provided.
We will not be responsible for any loss or damage that may occur: (i) absolutely believe in any of the information
contained in this White paper; (ii) any errors, omissions or inaccuracies in the information or (iii) any actions
derived from that information
There are no descriptions or guarantees of achieving or rationalizing profits or expectations, predictions are
given in this white paper. Readers should not consider this White Paper as official information of the Company or
on behalf of the Company or by the Company’s advisors regarding financial, legal, etc... Therefore, readers of
this white paper should consult with their professional advisers regarding any potential engagement in financial,
legal, tax or related matters.
Except for some facts (Blockchain technology, Bitcoin, YouTube creator,..) that already happened in the market,
others including the development of Stargram tokens, Mystarwallet platforms, and some related information
are not ensured absolutely happen (they are intended to happen). User can see some statements that show the
prediction of the future often appear such as perhaps (may) “,” will”, “could (would) “,” anticipate “,” believe”,”
expect”,” intend “,” potential “,” estimate “,” budget “,” Scheduled, plans, planned”,“ predictions (forecasts)
”,“ goals”. However, the prediction for the development of the Bit Storage Box platform is reasonable at the time
the information is provided, based on a number of factors and estimates made by management. The prediction
includes other market factors such as actual facts, performances, and achievements of Blockchain technology
and cryptocurrency trend, and also based on error of similar platform to design and develop the Mystarwallet
platform.
The scope of force majeure clauses is unlimited in the mentioned examples
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Project Introduction
MyStarWallet (MSW) is an application based on blockchain technology that supports a powerful interface with
convenient, user-friendly service functions with great safety and security. It is effectively used in all Dapp is
modeled with blockchain technology, helping to manage cross-platform digital asset integration.
MyStarWallet allows anyone, whether individuals and companies, to issue and use digital assets (cryptocurrencies) without restrictions, and to exchange and transact digital assets quickly. Besides, through Stargram
Token, the key currency of My Star Wallet, we want to give you the experience of the new financial technology
- Blockchain. Stagram is an ERC-20 issued by Proof of Stake algorithm based on the Ethereum technique. It is
the main currency of the cryptocurrency management platform- Mystarwallet. The Stargram Token is a practical
and convenient means of managing and trading digital assets and will be used to reward and distribute bonuses.
Stargram tokens can be used as a means of payment and for financial businesses, games, shopping, and entertainment according to MyStarWallet’s service expansion plan, then contributes to the realization of the platform,
token economics, and Stargram’s usability expansion.
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STARGRAM Token
Stargram is integrated into the digital asset management platform- Mystarwallet, and it is the structural currency of this platform. Through Stargram and
Mystarwallet, personal assets can be easily managed, and transactions can be
processed more smoothly.
The total number of Stargram tokens to be issued is 4 billion. Besides, a portion
of the profits generated by Mystarwallet will be shared equally among Stargram
owners every quarter, adding value and potential benefits to Stargram owners.

STARGRAM Token

Based on ERC-20

Exchange coin

4,000,000,000 EA

Commission discount

Portion
Quarterly payment

MyStarWallet’s
key currency

Used for all digital asset management
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STARGRAM Token

Payment

Digital Asset Trading

STARGRAM Token

Token Transfer
Messenger

MY STAR WALLET

Marketplace & Mall

Token Economy Activation

Etc
Token
Swap

Etc
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Key Features of Mystarwallet
•

The full functionality of secure messengers enables rapid remittance.

•

Popular scalability for anyone to issue digital assets

•

Purchase, exchange, and transfer digital assets quickly and easily

•

Free use of the P2P trading market between individuals with the group chat function

•

A huge range of reception easily adds to virtually any digital asset

•

Interest payment and loan services by digital asset deposits

•

Affiliate marketplace where you can fully utilize your digital assets

•

Digital asset status at a glance and easy management functions

“

The unique interface unique to My Star Wallet provides
users with surprisingly popular and powerful service
features and leads the future of digital wallets.

”
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Advantages of Mystarwallet
Users via Messenger chat with their partners and can
easily and quickly send money anywhere in the world.
A simple and affordable remittance system can change
the pattern of the global money transfer market
Easily issue tokens with functions similar to ETH with
just one touch on blockchain infrastructure.
Anyone will be able to issue Tokens when desired or necessary. And Token can be used for sales, marketing, or
other business opportunities.
An asset management system that has a higher interest
rate than others, creating the profits that users want.
Even individuals who are not interested in digital assets
(cryptocurrencies) may be interested and start participating. It’s a stepping stone to a new financial ecosystem.
We support the group room operating system that can
autonomously form the P2P trading market for digital
assets.
Users can open a group chatting room, then exchange
information, socialize with participants

MESSAGE
VOICE CALL

FREE
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Service function
Multi coin wallet management
Easily manage multi-chain assets BTC, ETH, ATOM,
EOS, TRX, CKB, BCH, LTC
Support for stable coins USDT, USDC, DAI, PAX,
TUSD, USDX. We will continue to add new tokens and
expand the Token ecosystem.
Protect your property carefully
We have set up a comprehensive risk management
system to ensure the security of the wallet. It prevents
private keys from accessing the network and prevents
them from being stolen.

Issuance of new tokens
It supports easy and fast issuance of ERC-20 tokens.
Bitcoin, Ethereum, USDT, and Stagram token
swap available
50% discount on fees incurred when using Mystarwallet and sending money by messenger as Stargram
Token
Support for promoting new tokens.
Create a group room about new tokens for members.
Everyone can find cool tokens here.

Token exchange
Exchanges between untrusted tokens are based on
the ERC-20 protocol.MyStarWallet lets you enjoy a
mobile digital asset trading experiencesafe, reliable
and convenient.

Open DApp Browser
Distributed application browser built with smart contract technology.
Support ETH, EOS, TRON DApp, and enter the DApp
URL to access the DApp.

Chat feature
It supports to quickly and easily transfer and receive
digital assets through chat between members.

Shopping mall / Affiliate merchant payment
Establish a shopping mall exclusively for Stargram to
sell inexpensive products and discount benefits for affiliated merchants.

Lock up
Supports a system that rewards tokens if they are
locked up at a certain period of time.
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The future of My Star Wallet

Innovative digital asset management, leading the future of blockchain
digital financial technology

Improved remittance fees and processing speed when transferring money overseas
Traditional banks charge high fees for interbank transfers. In particular, international money transfers must be
processed based on multiple centralized nodes, which significantly slows down the processing of transactions.
However, My Star Wallet is a platform with a decentralized, open, and transparent format, accessible blockchain,
user charges are the same everywhere in the world, and low transfer fees.
Savings deposit service and digital mortgage loan service ensure high returns
Users can save digital assets such as Bitcoin or ETH. Deposit interest payments are based on market prices on
the same day of the deposited digital assets. Also, users can borrow from a digital asset mortgage. This allows
users to increase the flexibility of their digital assets.
Digital asset rental service for the liquidity of users and related companies
We lend digital assets to companies and individuals within the digital asset ecosystem such as digital asset exchanges, blockchain project parties, and digital investment institutions for a certain period of time. Users can
secure liquidity and further improve their asset management capabilities through lending.
Messenger-based real-time remittance (digital asset transfer) service
Transfer your digital assets quickly and easily through real-time conversations or video calls with family and
friends from anywhere in the world. This feature is even more useful when making financial business transactions.
The cheapest and always the same fees significantly reduce the burden on users. My Star Wallet supports a safe
and beneficial global remittance environment for individuals, businesses, and anyone.
Safer and faster digital asset management than exchanges
Because the wallet private key of the user who uses the exchange is managed by the exchange, it always causes
anxiety and the inconvenience of recurring deposit and withdrawal restrictions is quite large. My Star Wallet’s
secure blockchain security system allows users to freely and quickly trade their digital assets directly. No one can
hack or interfere with your transactions. All transactions of My Star Wallet are fast and safe.
My Star Wallet for users, users, and users!
Users can easily generate profits through My Star Wallet. My Star Wallet’s community and group channel rooms
are for users. Users can open a room at any time, chat with other users, trade digital assets and make quick
profits.
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MyStarWallet UI
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Road map
2020

Stage 1
October

Launching
My Star Wallet
service

Stage 2
December

Feature update
Add on digital assets

2021

Stage 3
January

Stargram Token
Marketing
Preparation for
listing on the
exchange

Stage 4
March

Getting listed on
exchanges

Stage 5
May

Upgrade
My Star Wallet

Stage 6
August

Getting listed on
exchanges
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Token Sale Plan
Total Stargram Token Issuance: 4,000,000,000
CATEGORY

% OF TOKEN

# OF TOKENS

COMPANY

40%

1,600,000,000

TOKEN SALE

20%

800,000,000

REWARDS POOL

20%

800,000,000

TEAM

5%

200,000,000

MARKETING

10%

400,000,000

ADVISORS

5%

200,000,000

100%

TOTAL

10%

4,000,000,000

5%
COMPANY

5%

TOKEN SALE
40%

REWARDS POOL
TEAM
MARKETING

20%

ADVISORS
20%
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Token Investment Operation Plan
Investment funds will be used as follows:
Marketing & Strategy :30%
Operation Expense : 23%
Development & UI/UX Design : 30%
Biz Development : 10%
Expansion : 7%

7%
10%

30%
Marketing & Strategy
Operation Expense
Development & UI/UX Design
Biz Development
Expansion

30%
23%
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